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HUGE: Runbeck Whistleblower Reveals

That Chain Of Custody For OVER

298,942 Maricopa County Ballots

Delivered To Runbeck On Election Day

Did Not Exist, Employees Allowed To

Add Family Members’ Ballots Without

Any Documentation
By Jordan Conradson
Published December 10, 2022 at 5:12pm
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Republican Kari Lake on Friday filed a lawsuit to nullify the 2022

midterm election results for the governor’s race in the state of

Arizona.

The Gateway Pundit reported yesterday on this historic lawsuit, which

claims that HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of illegal votes were counted in the

election.

Never in US history has there been so much evidence compiled of a

fraudulent election taking place.

The brave attorneys representing Kari Lake are HEROES who deserve a

Medal of Freedom!

TRENDING: Karl Rove Who Ran PAC Ads Supportive of Top Democrat

Candidate and Held a Fundraiser for Adam Kinzinger Blames Trump

for Midterm Losses

Read the full complaint below:

“Maricopa County election officials engaged in numerous breaches of

Arizona election law in their handling and custody of ballots, making it

impossible to conclude that the vote tallies reported by Maricopa County

accurately reflect the votes cast by Arizona voters,” contends the lawsuit.

Kari Lake’s team of expert attorneys have gathered evidence from signed

witness testimony, Runbeck whistleblowers, and Maricopa County

whistleblowers to craft a 70-page lawsuit against Maricopa County and

Secretary of State Katie Hobbs.

Included in the complaint is a shocking claim by a Runbeck employee that

nearly 300,000 ballots were delivered to Runbeck on Election Day with no

chain of custody documentation.

Maricopa County is the only jurisdiction in the country that picks up

completed ballots at USPS Processing Distribution Center but doesn’t bring

them back to the election department or tabulation center. Instead, Maricopa

County picks up mail-in ballots and takes them directly to its print vendor

Runbeck Election Services, which is headquartered in Phoenix.

The Gateway Pundit has reported on Runbeck’s services in Maricopa County.

The County has still not provided all chain of custody documents from

Runbeck and USPS for the 2020 election.

The scanning of ballot envelopes takes place behind closed doors and

apparently with no documentation.

According to Kari Lake’s lawsuit contesting the 2022 election, a Runbeck

employee stated that “Runbeck received 298,942 ballots on Election

Day, which includes the EV ballots. The required chain of custody for

these ballots does not exist.”

Maricopa County also asked Runbeck how many ballots were received on

election night, demonstrating that they did not even know how many ballots

were in Runbeck’s custody.

Further, Maricopa County did not produce a single Early Voting Ballot

Transport Statement (EVBTS) chain of custody document from Election Day

drop box ballot retrievals. Early Voting Ballot Transport Statements are

required every time ballots are retrieved from a vote center or drop box.

The Gateway Pundit previously reported on a 2020 Election report from

Verity Vote discovered that 740,000 ballots lacked completed Early Voting

Ballot Transport Statements. 1514 out of 1895 unique EVBTS forms had

no ballot counts.

As The Gateway Pundit reported, the Arizona Attorney General released a

report in April 2022, which revealed that “between 100,000 and 200,000

ballots were transported without a proper chain of custody,” and signature

verification standards were greatly decreased in the 2020 election. The

Attorney General also concluded that “Maricopa County failed to follow the

EPM procedures when transporting 20% of the early ballots from drop box

locations to MCTEC.”

Advertisement - story continues below

The Runbeck employee also revealed that 9,530 duplicate ballots were

transported without any chain of custody documentation. “They were

simply handed over to the delivery driver,” states the lawsuit.

Additionally, Employees of Runbeck were allowed to add their own ballots

and family members’ ballots to the batches without chain of custody

documentation.

All of these ballots were illegally cast and counted.

The complaint states, “There is no way to know whether 50 ballots or 50,000

ballots were unlawfully added into the election in this way. The Runbeck

facility is not a legal ballot drop off site… Given this blatant violation of

Arizona law, there is no way to tell the number of ballots that were

illegally injected into the 2022 election.”

Advertisement - story continues below

From Kari Lake’s historic lawsuit:

Illegal Ballot Handling and Chain of Custody Failures

with Respect To Over 300,000 Ballots Make The

Outcome of the Election Uncertain

Maricopa County election officials engaged in numerous breaches of

Arizona election law in their handling and custody of ballots, making it

impossible to conclude that the vote tallies reported by Maricopa County

accurately reflect the votes cast by Arizona voters.

Arizona law requires that “[t]he county recorder or other officer in charge

of elections shall maintain records that record the chain of custody for all

election equipment and ballots during early voting through the

completion of provisional voting tabulation.” Stat. § 16-621(E)

(emphasis added). See also Arizona Elections Procedures Manual 61-61.

Advertisement - story continues below

A proper chain of custody is not ministerial. The U.S. Election Assistance

Commission instructs that “Chain of custody is essential to a transparent

and trustworthy election.”[1] “Chain of custody documents provide

evidence that can be used to authenticate election results, corroborate

post-election tabulation audits, and demonstrate that election outcomes

can be trusted.” at 3.

R.S. § 16-452(C) states, “A person who violates any rule adopted pursuant

to this section is guilty of a class 2 misdemeanor.” This criminal penalty

underscores the Arizona state legislature’s recognition of the critical

nature of expressly following chain of custody requirements with respect

to ballots. See also A.R.S. § 16-1016(7), (8).

The Arizona Elections Procedure Manual, pages 61-62, establishes

required procedures for secure ballot retrieval and chain of custody for all

drop box ballots. The requirements include that each county must

confirm receipt of the retrieved ballots by signing the retrieval form and

indicating the date and time of receipt on the form. The retrieval form

must be attached to the outside of the transport container or maintained

in a way that ensures the form is traceable to the respective ballot

container. Significantly, when the secure transport container is opened by

the county recorder, “the number of ballots inside the container shall be

counted and noted on the retrieval form.”

Maricopa County election officials received two categories of early voting

ballots on Election Day, EV ballots received at ballot drop-off sites and

mail-in ballots returned through the U.S. Postal Service. Maricopa County

delivered these ballots to Runbeck to obtain electronic images of the

signatures on the ballots. After scanning, the ballots were eventually

transferred back to the Maricopa County Tabulation and Election Center.

Advertisement - story continues below

Maricopa County failed to maintain and document the required

secure chain of custody for hundreds of thousands of ballots, in

violation of Arizona law, including as described below, for over

298,942 ballots delivered to Runbeck on Election Day.

A Runbeck employee observed that Maricopa County election workers

delivered Early-Vote (“EV”) ballots retrieved from ballot drop boxes and

mail-in ballots from the Postal Service, neither of which were

accompanied by any of the required chain of custody paperwork

which, among other things, would document the number of ballots

received from ballot drop boxes. According to the employee,

Runbeck received 298,942 ballots on Election Day which includes

the EV ballots. The required chain of custody for these ballots does

not exist. Indeed, two days later, on November 10, 2022, the employee

observed that Maricopa County had to ask Runbeck how many ballots

Runbeck had received on election night, demonstrating that Maricopa

County itself did not know how many EV ballots had been

retrieved from ballot drop boxes on Election Day in violation of

Arizona law.[2]

The Runbeck employee’s testimony is confirmed by Maricopa County’s

response to a public records request for chain of custody forms. Early

Voting Ballot Transport Statements were produced by Maricopa County

on December 6, 2022, in response to a public records request by Lake.

Maricopa County produced 1149 of these documents dated October

12th through November 7th but not a single document from

Election Day drop box ballot retrievals. The official canvass report

indicated that Maricopa County received over 292,000 EV ballots (not

including provisional and ballots picked up by the U.S. Postal Service)

dropped off on Election Day. However, Maricopa County did not

produce chain of custody documents for these reported Election

Day drop box ballots.

The fact that no required chain of custody documentation exists

for these 298,942 ballots (as well as others) is further confirmed by

the sworn testimony of a credentialed election observer at MCTEC

on Election Day. That observer testified she observed the trucks and

vehicles delivering ballots and memory cards from the Vote Centers and

ballot drop boxes. She observed the delivery of the transport containers

of ballots retrieved from drop boxes on Election Night. The witness

observed the receipt and processing of the ballot transport containers. 

She saw MCTEC workers cut the plastic security seals off of the

ballot transport containers and let them fall to the floor without

any attempt to record seal numbers.  When the transport

containers were opened, the ballots inside the containers were not

counted and therefore no numbers were recorded on retrieval

forms.  She observed the transport containers of early voting

ballots delivered without any required documentation or

paperwork on the outside of the containers. No Early Voting Ballot

Transport Statements were utilized.  She observed early ballot

envelopes being removed by workers from opened containers

without any attempt to count them or document them as required

by Arizona law. She observed packages of misfed/misread ballots

collected and moved around with no discernable process to track or

account for the ballots. She observed temporary employees

moving unsecured metal carts full of ballots without any security

or monitoring.[3]

Advertisement - story continues below

The entire ballot transfer process provides opportunities for legal ballots

to be lost or illegal ballots to be added. Chain of custody procedures and

documentation prevent ballots from being lost or added. Chain of custody

documentation must show the location, ballot container seal numbers,

date, time, and ballot couriers for every transfer. Yet ballots were

transferred without documentation of chain of custody.

The Runbeck employee also testified that she observed Runbeck

employees were permitted to add their own and family members’

ballots into the batches of incoming ballots, without any

documentation or tracking the chain of custody of these ballots.

There is no way to know whether 50 ballots or 50,000 ballots were

unlawfully added into the election in this way. The Runbeck facility

is not a legal ballot drop off site. Ballots not delivered to the office

of the county recorder are not valid and should not be counted.

A.R.S. § 16-547(D). A.R.S. § 16-1016 states that it is unlawful to

“knowingly adds a ballot to those legally cast at any election, by

fraudulently introducing the ballot into the ballot box either

before or after the ballots in the ballot box have been counted.”

Given this blatant violation of Arizona law, there is no way to tell

the number of ballots that were illegally injected into the 2022

election.

Throughout the 2022 election cycle Runbeck printed duplicate ballots.

These are duplicates of ballots that had been damaged in some way or

could not be read by the tabulator. The selections from the voter were

supposed to be filled in and a new, duplicate ballot printed. The Runbeck

employee stated that there were at least 9,530 duplicate ballots

printed. When these ballots were picked up by Maricopa County,

there was no documentation – no delivery/shipping receipt, no

chain of custody document, no signature. They were simply handed

over to the delivery driver.

In 2021, the Arizona Attorney General expressly warned Maricopa that it

has been violating ballot chain of custody procedures. Specifically, on

April 6, 2021, Attorney General Mark Brnovich issued a report concluding

that Maricopa County violated Arizona law by failing to maintain proper

chain of custody for early ballots retrieved from ballot drop boxes in

connection with the 2020 Election.[4] The Attorney General wrote, “these

procedures designed to preclude ballot tampering are critical given the

volume of early ballots that were dropped at these locations during the

2020 general election.” Yet Maricopa County again violated Arizona law

concerning the chain of custody for early ballots retrieved from ballot

drop boxes during the 2022 Election.

Advertisement - story continues below

On October 25, 2022, Secretary Hobbs wrote in a letter to Cochise County

that it had “no discretion to deviate” from the requirements that are

established by the Arizona Legislature and in the EMP concerning

elections. Secretary Hobbs made clear the importance that counties to

adhere “precisely what that statute and the 2019 Election Procedures

Manual (‘EPM’) require.” Under Arizona law, the Board has only those

powers “expressly conferred by statute,” and the Board “may exercise no

powers except those specifically granted by statute and in the manner

fixed by statute.” Hancock v. McCarroll, 188 Ariz. 492, 498 (App. 1996).

[1]

https://www.eac.gov/sites/default/files/bestpractices/Chain_of_Cu

at 2.

[4] https://www.azag.gov/sites/default/files/2022-04/2022-04-

06%20Fann%20letter.pdf

The 2022 Election in Maricopa County is irredeemably compromised!

Advertisement - story continues below

Peacefully contact the Arizona Attorney General’s Office to demand a

full criminal investigation into the Stolen 2022 Midterm Election.

Submit Additional Information
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Jordan Conradson

BREAKING: Kari Lake Files 70 Page Lawsuit
to Throw Out Fraudulent Arizona Midterm
Election Results – Claims HUNDREDS of
Thousands of Illegal Ballots, 59% of ED
Precinct Machine Failures, Tens of Thousands
of Illicit Mail-in Ballots – FILING INCLUDED
Republican Kari Lake on Friday filed a lawsuit to nullify the 2022
midterm election results for the governor’s race in the state of Arizona.
On Thursday Trump Attorney Christina Bobb previewed this historic
filing. “@KariLake’s legal challenge will be one for the history books.”
Trump campaign lawyer @christina_bobb previews Kari Lake’s lawsuit
challenging the election … Continue reading

The Gateway Pundit

Behind Closed Doors: More on Runbeck
Election Services in Maricopa County and
the Scanning of Ballot Envelopes
More on Runbeck Election Services Maricopa County is the only
jurisdiction in the country that picks up completed ballots at USPS
Processing Distribution Center, but doesn’t bring them back to the
election department or tabulation center. Maricopa County picks up
mail-in ballots and takes them directly to its print vendor Runbeck
Election Services, which is … Continue reading

The Gateway Pundit

HUGE: Maricopa County – Investigation
Finds Additional 740,000 Ballots Have No
Documented Chain Of Custody
A new report from Verity Vote provides massive evidence of law
violations in Maricopa County’s 2020 election.  740,000 ballots were
accepted and counted without the proper chain of custody
documentation in violation of Arizona Law. Maricopa County failed to
record the number of ballots on 1,514 out of 1,895 unique chain of
custody documents and failed … Continue reading

The Gateway Pundit

MORE FROM KARI LAKE'S LAWSUIT: 25,000 Ballots Added To Maricopa County's Vote
Totals AFTER Election Day

JUST IN: Arizona Attorney General Nominee Abe Hamadeh Files Election Contest Lawsuit -
FILING INCLUDED

HUGE: Runbeck Whistleblower Reveals That Chain Of Custody For OVER 298,942 Maricopa
County Ballots Delivered To Runbeck On Election Day Did Not Exist, Employees Allowed
To Add Family Members' Ballots Without Any Documentation

BREAKING: Kari Lake Files 70 Page Lawsuit to Throw Out Fraudulent Arizona Midterm
Election Results - Claims HUNDREDS of Thousands of Illegal Ballots, 59% of ED Precinct
Machine Failures, Tens of Thousands of Illicit Mail-in Ballots - FILING INCLUDED

BREAKING: Republican Fighter Kari Lake Files Lawsuit to Throw Out Fraudulent Arizona
Midterm Election Results

See more...
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Buster Briggs • a day ago

• Reply •

There's more corruption in Maricopa County than in the Godfather movies!
 108△ ▽

Rob  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

It's harder to cheat on a high school math exam than steal an election in AZ.
Are there NO honest judges in the state? Are they all corrupt? Mountains and
mountains of clear evidence of fraud. This is criminal!

 81△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

As long as the FBI does not show up, there is a chance.
 46△ ▽

ricocat1 (# FJB)  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

The FBI is too busy searching for mythical "white supremacists".
Looks like Maricopa County elections are more corrupt than
those of Detroit, Atlanta and Philadelphia COMBINED!
FJB and Hobbs too!

 56△ ▽

TEA Lover  • a day ago

• Reply •

> ricocat1 (# FJB)

They are also busy trying to frame the Trump family.
 28△ ▽

Sharp Shtik  • a day ago

• Reply •

> TEA Lover

The only place for leftists, alive, is prison.
 10△ ▽

Warren Okuma  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> Sharp Shtik

Agreed, but I'm still waiting.
 1△ ▽

AZ Cavortee  • a day ago

• Reply •

> TEA Lover

Yeah they don’t believe in democracy.
 6△ ▽

Ralph - Msg Ret  • a day ago

• Reply •

> ricocat1 (# FJB)

POTS biden quote, "We have put together the most extensive
and inclusive voter fraud organization in the history of American
politics".

 20△ ▽

Sir TuberKopf  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Ralph - Msg Ret

RunBeck is a printer company, they are big, they print ballots for
virtually every election in the US. Try to figure out who owns and
the management structure of Runback. Time to open the books!

If you need ballots for extra mail in efforts… Runback is your
team. If you need ballots that won’t be readable in AZ midterm
ballot readers, Runback is on your team. If you need unreadable
ballots to come out of printers in Arizona, Runback can supply
the slightly off spec paper……

I brought up the entire "Election Procedures Manual for the state
of Arizona" (it’s available on line and can be digitally searched)
and find Runbeck is not mentioned anywhere in the authorized
state election process, nor are they authorized to handle voted
ballots with or without chain of custody.

Maricopa county used RunBack to run signature verifications of
mail in Ballots in a process not promulgated in the State election
Manual? During the process of signature verification there were
no independent witnesses from either party, to the handling of
ballots nor was there proper chain of custody. Using Runback
like this was a total "black op" inserted into the election process
by Maricopa county board of supervisors.

This election is not certifiable.
 23△ ▽

Eqwatz  • 18 hours ago

• Reply •

> Sir TuberKopf

Certifiable in a *different*/ way. It is certifiably insane.
 7△ ▽

Thomas Paine  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Sir TuberKopf

All these companies are obviously compromised by the Deep
State (Runbeck, Dominion, Smart Matic etc). Including big tech.

 6△ ▽

FC Rob NOT  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Sir TuberKopf

If you watched the MC supervisors accept testimony, you
couldn't help but notice the unmitigated arrogance, especially of
pompous Gates. 2 minutes that's all you get UNLESS you are
involved in covering up the steal. That's what his attitude
screamed. The idiots went through the motions required by law
but they may have well have voted before the open session (and
maybe they did). Legitimate election? The legitimacy of the
Maricopa elections is on a par with the likelihood that John
McCain is still alive and is working hand in glove WITH Donald
Trump to get him back into the White House!

 3△ ▽

Brian Miller  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sir TuberKopf

The State Legislature did not authorize this manner of election.
 2△ ▽

Sir TuberKopf  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> Brian Miller

The best response yet to my remark.
△ ▽

Brian Miller  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sir TuberKopf

You misspelled "RunBunk".
△ ▽

FrannkLaSush  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sir TuberKopf

But the Demo-Marxists are!! Certifiable!
△ ▽

AZ Cavortee  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Ralph - Msg Ret

What happened to that clip? That should be played everywhere
over and over

 5△ ▽

KSEMBB1  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Ralph - Msg Ret

The only time Joe wasn't lying.
 2△ ▽

Ralph - Msg Ret  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> KSEMBB1

How true and I presumed that inclusive meant EVERY branch of
government.
△ ▽

Sheri Whispers  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> ricocat1 (# FJB)

And here I thought they were involved in every aspect of the
country twitter IG FB google post offices IRS states schools
what arent they involved in?
△ ▽

2022 mega  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

The fbi will be there tomorrow to destroy the evidence.
 17△ ▽

Col. Steve Austin (A-J-M)  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> 2022 mega

Dems Always Seem To Barely Win Very Late

Seems To Defy Odds, Good Indicator Of Fraud.

One Corrupt County Can Flip A Major State Race.
 9△ ▽

AZ Cavortee  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Col. Steve Austin (A-J-M)

Hobbs conveniently “won” by .01%, just enough to avoid an
automatic recount.
No coincidences.

 5△ ▽

darla martin  • 10 hours ago

• Reply •

> AZ Cavortee

she should have been forced to recuse herself as SOS while
running for governor in this election.

 4△ ▽

AZ Cavortee  • 5 hours ago

• Reply •

> darla martin

I agree. If she was a Republican they would have sued and
forced it
But if she was a Republican there is a 50% that she had ethics
and would have done so voluntarily.
The SOS office is responsible for testing the machines &
certifying before the election.
So she iis responsible for all the malfunctions on election day.
△ ▽

mdb  • 15 hours ago

• Reply •

> AZ Cavortee

It was actually .67%, and the recount threshold is .50%
△ ▽

AZ Cavortee  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Col. Steve Austin (A-J-M)

Yup.
2018 Hobbs Sinema & the State Education post had lost as of
Election Day but miraculously won after weeks of counting.
Maricopa county recorder Adrian Fontes pulled all kinds of
stunts that year. But he got them in
Now he’s going to be the new SOS instead of Mark Finchem???
Entire election in all state wide races needs to be done over.
Fontes created the voting centers. It needs to go back to
precinct level voting.
He also brought on the computerized check in system. That said
I was not a registered voter so they made me vote a provisional
ballot in 2018.
I was pissed. AZ GOP did NOTHING

 4△ ▽

Darthpoop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> AZ Cavortee

Mark Kelly, not Sinema.

Sinema is as Liberal and Chuck Grassley is Conservative.

(Both are pretty moderate)

Mark Kelly is an anti-gun, Liberal Progressive carpetbagger from
Tucson who shills for the MIC. Did you know he’s an Astronaut?
(Every commercial here he had to mention it)

 1△  ▽ 1

FC Rob NOT  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Col. Steve Austin (A-J-M)

And one corrupt county in four states did flip the 2020
ELECTION results into selection results.
△ ▽

Anotherday  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

They were there before the election.
 3△ ▽

AmendmentX  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

Like they did in GA in 2020 and removed the ballots themselves.
Not think the FIB wouldnt be the forthright outfit in elections
based on what were are seeing coming out of Twitter data
dumps

 2△ ▽

Darthpoop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

FBI has an office in Phoenix.
△ ▽

Proud Communist  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Rob

Brnovich, the RINO, saw this coming. But , he did nothing.

In 2021, the Arizona Attorney General expressly warned Maricopa that
it has been violating ballot chain of custody procedures. Specifically, on
April 6, 2021, Attorney General Mark Brnovich issued a report
concluding that Maricopa County violated Arizona law by failing to
maintain proper chain of custody for early ballots retrieved from ballot
drop boxes in connection with the 2020 Election.

NOW, since Brnovich, did nothing, nothing changed in 2022. In fact,
things got worse.

 31△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

Ducey the RINO congratulated Hobbs and welcomed her with
open arms!

The Republican Governor Greg Abbott ordered an investigation
into one county with massive irregularities.

“Governor Greg Abbott today called for an investigation into the
widespread problems with Harris County's elections last
Tuesday. Voters in Harris County were frustrated by confusion
and delays including missing keys, insufficient paper ballots in
Republican precincts, staffing problems, and more.” - Office of
the Texas Governor November 14, 2022

 13△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> turtle

We have some good people like Kari Lake, Desantis, Noam, ...

We need to support those people every way we can.
 12△ ▽

flash  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

As a suggestion be careful who you follow and support.
 4△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> flash

Yup, I understand that people like Desantis may not be who he
appears to be. Others as well. But as long as they support the
Constitution, and follow its laws, I will support them.

 4△ ▽

flash  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

Even if they are corrupt?
 1△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> flash

Define corrupt? Can they be following the Constitution and be
corrupt?

 3△ ▽

Sam Martinez  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

Follow the deep state campaign donors.
 1△ ▽

darla martin  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> flash

I have always made it a point to investigate the background on
every political candidate in my state prior to election. thank
goodness i live in a rather small red state.

 1△ ▽

flash  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> darla martin

Me too. But as this comes to an end will learn some
unbelievable info about some people many thought were
wonderful. I guess its better not to put too much stock in what
people say or do.
△ ▽

Darthpoop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

Sounds like a good start to a NEW Government.
△ ▽

Michael Kendall  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

LOL....DeSantis and Noem are establishment hacks....be careful
what you wish for
△  ▽ 3

Poo Bear  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

He did do something, he allowed it. Then signed off on it.
 9△ ▽

Sam Martinez  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

He and Ducey signed off as a witness to Hobbs Certifying her
own election. He mad some crazy warning to Hobbs about it.

 1△ ▽

ANTONIO BANDERAS  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Sam Martinez

Ducey said, "I believe in miracles, where you from, you sexy
thing you." then he said,"Let's go to the Motel 6 and I will show
you my nunchucks."

 1△  ▽ 1

Darthpoop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> ANTONIO BANDERAS

Gross. Hobbs is a lumpy Karen.
△ ▽

ANTONIO BANDERAS  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

When those in charge do nothing....the Democrats take that as
an opportunity to expand their lead.

 3△ ▽

darla martin  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> ANTONIO BANDERAS

was it the Arizona voters that originally put Katie Hobbs in office
as SOS? If so why in the world did they do that?
△ ▽

ethernet13  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

Plausible deniability, C.Y.A.
 2△ ▽

FC Rob NOT  • 19 hours ago

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

Brnovich was just doing the Arizona version of a strongly worded
Republican letter from Congress. Meant to allay fears but
accomplish zero.

 1△ ▽

AZ Cavortee  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

Oh but he wrote letters!!!!
 1△ ▽

darla martin  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Proud Communist

was it up to the AG or the governor to suspend/fire Katie for the
malfeasance that the AG discovered ?
△ ▽

patriot forever  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

I was shocked at how deep the corruption/fraud ran in our country after
the 2020 election...and now it feels like i just put on the revealing
glasses in the movie "They Live"

 17△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> patriot forever

Seems like every day now, conspiracy theory becomes
conspiracy fact.

 23△ ▽

darla martin  • 9 hours ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

yes and its heart breaking.
△ ▽

Itsaboutchoice  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Rob

Mountains and mountains of clear evidence of fraud. This is criminal!

Yes it is.. we've been showing evidence since 2020.
It's time for some lawyers to start digging on how we REMOVE
JUDGES legally.
There has to be a procedure to remove RABID law breaking
Judges from the bench.
They ARE NOT GOD.

 8△ ▽

magaman216  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Itsaboutchoice

Concur 100%.
These judges consider themselves to be the gatekeepers for the
Democrat party to deflect the fraud that they know is
happening..If a corrupt Judge is jailed I think we will see
A) a lot of (corrupt) Judges suddenly wanting to retire or
B) a cascade of arrests...
In my view, arresting these corrupt Judges would go a long long
way to righting the ship of State.

 3△ ▽

mdb  • 15 hours ago

• Reply •

> magaman216

Right. All those rabid, Republican judges are in cahoots with
Democratic judges to keep republicans from winning every race
they enter.

It's a damn good thing for this country that intellects of your
stature (or diminution in this case) can't arbitrarily decide what
constitutes "actual" evidence.

The ship of state is perfectly fine. You just lost...and have trouble
dealing with the realities of Arizona and Georgia becoming more
viable for democrats as demographics change. It's one reason
why Trump will never be president of this country again.
△ ▽

2022 mega  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

All judges are corrupt. We need a constitution amendment stating if a
judge is overturned 3 times while seeing on the bench, he or she needs
to be removed for incompetence. The law is mostly black and white.
The attorneys and judges make the gray area and so we can never
know what the real law is.

 5△ ▽

mdb  • 15 hours ago

• Reply •

> 2022 mega

You mean hack judges like Aileen Cannon in Florida?
△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

Excellent analogy!
 4△ ▽

rouge1  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

Lol you said honest and judge in the same sentence.
 3△ ▽

keith  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

Money and power drive most to crime. No different wherever you are.
Money, its a crime. For the love of money, one's heart grows cold, or is
it criminal?

 3△ ▽

John Wayne  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

Kim Jong-Un ain't got nothing up on Katie Hobbs!
 2△ ▽

FrannkLaSush  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

None with a [D] in front of their name!!
 1△ ▽

rsheetz  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Rob

Sad but true...
 1△ ▽

agnes mazzochi  • 6 hours ago

• Reply •

> Rob

"Mushroom clouds of E V I DE N C E S" !!!! TRAVESTY !!!!
△ ▽

darla martin  • 10 hours ago

• Reply •

> Rob

doesn't someone with standing have to take it to court first before a
judge gets involved ?
△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

300,000 corrupt Ballots! You’re absolutely right. The handling of this election is
more rigged than a Cuban car!

 13△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> turtle

While they continue to deny the election is stolen, the evidence mounts.
If nothing gets done about it, will the people take to the streets like
Brazil and Peru?

 19△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

The problem is; will the general public even see these reports?
 8△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> turtle

Good point. If a tree falls in the forest and no one hears it ...
 4△ ▽

Gradeog  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

Does a bear s h I t in the woods?
 3△ ▽

Darthpoop  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

…it becomes firewood in the fall.
△ ▽

mdb  • 15 hours ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

No evidence is mounting. You are just too gullible to cope with
misinformation. 300,000 illegal/manufactured ballots? Don't
believe it Poo Bear. Nobody is going to "take to the streets" over
nonsense...no matter how much it gets spoon fed by a website
that is completely inconsequential compared to the national
media.

Tell you what. Let me know when this gets proven. My guess
would be when the stars burn out of the night sky and the earth
splits in two.
△ ▽

keith  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

my bad for laughing sorry
△  ▽ 1

Stanic Daniel  • a day ago

• Reply •

> turtle

Rather one million plus
 2△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

Hobb’s ordering Twitter to censor the Right voices proves she committed
election interference way before the election!

The fact that SHE WAS IN CHARGE OF THE MASSIVE ELECTION ‘should’
Land her in jail for violating her oath to office as Secretary of States. That’s a
BIG WORD, SHOULD!

 9△ ▽

Edward Robert Fritzsche  • a day ago

• Reply •

> turtle

This happens because the "Deep State" insures them without a shadow
of a doubt that they will not be held accountable for their actions. MSM
on their side, DOJ on their side, FBI on their side, SOS on their
side,.................. and yes even Nationwide

 5△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> turtle

I like it though. There are many good things to hope for this time
around. I still have hope something good will come of all of this.

 1△ ▽

GVRNMENTSTNKS  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

Same in Georgia I think also.
 3△ ▽

TEA Lover  • a day ago

• Reply •

> GVRNMENTSTNKS

And Michigan, Nevada, New York, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota.
 2△ ▽

Stanic Daniel  • a day ago

• Reply •

> TEA Lover

All 50 states
 2△ ▽

Darthpoop  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> TEA Lover

Illinois is so corrupt it is insane. The commercial truck inspection
people would pass your “safety” inspect for $20.

Boss sent me down first thing in the morning with a C50 and
$20. It was a 89 or something, supposed to have a Cat, very
obvious it didn’t have one. Guy said “where’s your cat?” I said
“boss told me to keep it in my pocket”. I was 17 and naïve.

Corruption starts small, then it extends to every aspect of
business in the state.

 1△ ▽

morenthemiddle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> GVRNMENTSTNKS

At one point Walker's total dropped from 1.55 mil to 1.29 or something
like that. Can't remember the exact number. So yes here also.
Remember Kemp is a rino

 1△ ▽

Uncomfortably Booted  • 11 hours ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

Maricopa County isn't the only one. It's Kari Lake and others who are not
letting this go. The others just roll over and take it. Think Pennsylvania.

 1△ ▽

AZRon  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

That's what George Soros' money does to people.
△ ▽

darla martin  • 10 hours ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

exactly I wonder why Kari Lake didn't take Katie Hobbs to court when she
refused to recuse herself as acting SOS in the election she was running for
governor?
△ ▽

Warren Okuma  • 14 hours ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

Yet again.
△ ▽

Nick099  • 15 hours ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

So Kari Lake's lawsuit has included first-hand eyewitness testimony of crimes,
documentary evidence of crimes, identifies those responsible for the crimes
and points to the specific statutory criminal penal code violations of those that
committed the crimes.

Signed, sealed, and delivered with a freakin bow....it does not get much more
thorough than this.......Now let's see what happens.
△ ▽

Alan Stevens  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

They are as crooked as a barrel of fishhooks.
△ ▽

Yarmouth  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

Steve Bannon get on this and have a Sunday Emergency or Special show on
Real America news . AMERICAS NEWS,,and Lindel TV...
△ ▽

2022 mega  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Buster Briggs

The mob has harsh penalties for those who acted against the godfathers. We,
the people can’t do that against those working in a corrupt government.
△ ▽

That guy • a day ago

• Reply •

I said it a long time ago, Kari had detectives, spies, whistle blowers and informants!
People are going to jail!

 25△ ▽

Itsy Bitsy  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

I pray you're right.
 21△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Itsy Bitsy

Maybe Elon has some more election stuff to reveal?

Seems to me when election workers blow the whistle, its not going to
be easy to silence.

 9△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

He released reports that Hobbs ordered censorship of
Conservative voices months before the election!

 1△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago

• Reply •

> turtle

I know, I am hoping more information will be released.
 1△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Itsy Bitsy

Amen! Godspeed to them all!
 3△ ▽

Elijah's Bones  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

I wouldn't count on it .
 5△ ▽

White Knight  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

People have been saying similar since 2020, so far no-one has gone to jail.

And I very much doubt anyone will this time either.

The system has been corrupted to ensure no-one does.
.

 4△ ▽

Buckley  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

If people end up going to jail you'll be able to knock me over with a feather.
 3△ ▽

flash  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

Many will be going to the gallows by way of Gitmo. Many!!!
 3△ ▽

flash  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

The White Hats have all of the correct results using the Quantum Election
System.

 3△ ▽

Nick  • a day ago

• Reply •

> That guy

Riiiight. I’ve heard all this before. You do know that there are barely any good
judges left, and the ones that are left are scared to go against the massive
criminal organization. People don’t realize there is absolutely nothing these
creeps won’t do to avoid being exposed.

 1△ ▽

Stanic Daniel  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Nick

F so called judges. 1776 is the only answer
△ ▽

Wow • a day ago

• Reply •

Lake won. Hobbs belongs in prison.
 12△ ▽

Ted  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Wow

Or...
△ ▽

Mike Wallace • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

Reminder: Runbeck was OFF LIMITS to the AZ audit teams. It was one of the first
terms the audit teams had to agree to according to Jovan Hutton Pulitzer.

 12△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Mike Wallace

Ahh yes they forced teams to agree to it so no one could witness the fraud
 2△ ▽

Nincompoop • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

Until prison sentences are meted out, nothing will change.
 10△ ▽

Elijah's Bones  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Nincompoop

Deep state will never hold itself accountable!
 4△ ▽

v692  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Nincompoop

Jail is the only solution to get our country back.
 3△ ▽

Stanic Daniel  • a day ago

• Reply •

> v692

1776
△ ▽

sodapants • a day ago

• Reply •

Stop! Or I'll say Stop again!

- Arizona AG (monty python)
 10△ ▽

Stacy Lockhart • a day ago

• Reply •

Without Fraud Dems don't exist as a Party.
 9△ ▽

Yankee White Privilege • a day ago

• Reply •

This kind of crap is going on all over the country in every swing state.
 9△ ▽

onlytruthworks  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Yankee White Privilege

Warrior Kari Lake like Trump are patriotic enough to lead the way
 3△ ▽

Bang Away  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Yankee White Privilege

They target key states with Dem leadership in control, who then ignore
violation of election law.

 2△ ▽

Texastea  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Yankee White Privilege

Millions and millions of illegal votes and the RNC runs away from the cases.
 1△ ▽

oi812  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Texastea

because they are either part of the scam or afraid of the beltway media
 1△ ▽

Poo Bear • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

Will this be just like all the other elections?

Or will we finally see justice?

For Kari Lake, and rest of the sane people in this country I hope we finally get some
justice.

 9△ ▽

Tlabia Majora  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

There was no justice in 2020 because of corrupt POS judges and plausible
deniability. Now, this is the second time around for this treason and hopefully
they covered the traps.

 7△ ▽

Poo Bear  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Tlabia Majora

It seems like last time, none of the election workers reported things like
Drawer 3, ballots uncounted going into counted, chain of custody
issues.

Although, I have to admit, the video of the GA election workers pulling
out suitcases of ballots from under the table when everyone got sent
home and running those ballots over and over again through the
tabulator, and still nothing got done, does not give me much hope
either.

 5△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Poo Bear

They also taped cardboard boxes on the window. And let’s not
forget the elusive water pipe break!

 1△ ▽

Roxanne • a day ago

• Reply •

There is no one to stand up to correct this ! The people appear to have no redress .
The courts refuse to even look at the pile and piles of evidence . We're a nation of
cowards .

 8△ ▽

TM1 • a day ago

• Reply •

This is the tip of the iceberg, this is happening in every state.
 8△ ▽

Wow • a day ago

• Reply •

Hobbs as SOS knowingly certified a fraudulent election. Treason punishable by....
 8△ ▽

Derek Johnson  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Wow

Spit it out man - what?
△  ▽ 1

Trump1st  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Derek Johnson

HANGING!!!!!!!!!!!!
 1△ ▽

Wow  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Derek Johnson

There is no punishment that could be deemed cruel and unusual
concerning Hobbs and her crew.
△ ▽

NSB on the Beach • a day ago

• Reply •

I am going to have to retire my tinfoil hat. Every conspiracy has come true and my
family looks at me in awe.

 8△ ▽

Jack Blades • a day ago

• Reply •

300,000+ is about right.
Communist fraud piece of crap Katie Hobbs had little to no support whatsoever, VS
Kari Lake who had not only the majority the entire state of AZ but massive
National Support as well!

Kari Lake won in a MASSIVE LANDSLIDE!
 8△ ▽

Red Wave  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jack Blades

Yet she didnt
 1△  ▽ 3

Jack Blades  • a day ago • edited

• Reply •

> Red Wave

Wannabe commie Renfield's will be the first to go into the hole.
The globalist really hate their useful idiot pukes.
When it starts, it will be fast. So, try not to be scared and don't blink.

 2△ ▽

ShareTheWealth  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Red Wave

Whats your point troll?
△ ▽

Bilderberg_Burning_Effigy • a day ago

• Reply •

By the way Arizona -- Your AG Numbchucks is a worthless piece of shiitt....!

He makes out a report highlighting the 2020 Fraud and doesn't Authorize the
Prosecution of ONE DAMN SOUL....!

 7△ ▽

V. • a day ago •

• Reply •

★★★★★

katie hobbs should be criminally prosecuted and barred from running again.
 7△ ▽

HappyG  • a day ago

• Reply •

> V.

Running again? She should hang for her treason in 2020…
 1△ ▽

PseudoAnonymous Mat 5:13 • a day ago

• Reply •

He who justifies the wicked, and he who condemns the just,
Both of them alike are an abomination to the LORD.

LORD, We pray for justice, honesty, truth, and peaceful resolution for Arizona and
America.

 7△ ▽

turtle  • a day ago

• Reply •

> PseudoAnonymous Mat 5:13

Amen!
△ ▽

Cautiously Pessimistic • a day ago

• Reply •

Corruption and fraud a mile wide and two miles deep in the Arizona election.

Kari Lake won.
 7△ ▽

Ted  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Cautiously Pessimistic

Yet...
 1△  ▽ 1

AZsheeplady • a day ago

• Reply •

With Hobbs as Gov AZ is screwed!
 7△ ▽

Kugangles  • a day ago

• Reply •

> AZsheeplady

I'm officially renaming Arizona to Cartel Land now
 3△ ▽

Saltymex • a day ago

• Reply •

This should finally convince them to prosecute themselves
 7△ ▽
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